HOTEL ONCE BANGKOK TO OFFER POLAROIDTM CAMERA TO GUESTS
IN COLLABORATION TO BRING HOME GREAT MEMORIES
Thailand, March 2020 - Hotel Once Bangkok has offered a unique experience in collaboration with
Polaroid, a trusted global brand for 80 years and is best known for pioneering instant photography to
provide Polaroid OneStep2 camera and instant film in guests’ room. Hotel Once Bangkok has launched
the new collaboration to emphasize its commitment to help guests create and bring home great
memories.
After years of presenting its unique design with exceptional services, Hotel Once Bangkok is offering
beyond-ordinary amenity, an exclusive experience for guests to enjoy the romance of contemporary.
Once again, this new exciting in-room amenity, Polaroid OneStep2 camera will be one of facilities to
allow hotel guests to preserve their memories back home. It is now available for direct booking with
hotel special package.
First introduced 40 years ago, the original Polaroid OneStep camera is one of the most iconic cameras
of all time. The best-selling camera for four consecutive years after its launch, it has endured as a pop
culture icon and continue to influence creativities and self-expression into the 21st century. The
OneStep2 camera features a fixed-focus lens, a powerful built-in flash and a self-timer. The high-quality
lens guarantees a sharp image from as close as 2 feet to infinity – perfect for selfies definitely.
Indeed, the occasion is to well emphasize the identity of Hotel Once Bangkok as the only romantic
boutique destination in the area. With the philosophy in common to recognize the important of
sustainability development, this collaboration will deliver further products and services that are
carefully developed to reflect sensuous relaxation and are effective for complete body and soul revival
at Hotel Once Bangkok in the near future.
“Live at ONCE—Hotel Once Bangkok.” A pleasurable living is promised in everyday at Hotel Once
Bangkok. The boutique hotel settled nearby Chao Phraya River, a 9-storey property yet charming and
unique, which boasts a well-curated selection of rooms; all of which come with a personalized classic
touch inspired by the architectural heritage in the charming neighborhoods, on the legendary
Charoenkrung Road, the heart of Bangkok.
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